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Another factor was the expansion of the woollen manu-
facture, which caused a reverse trend from the corporate
boroughs to the ' townlets'. Artisans flocked into the
country influenced by the easy access to water mills, the
cheapness of provisions, and the desire to escape the financial
oppression and industrial supervision of the craft gilds.
Thus as the prosperity of the older seats of the textile
industries waned for one reason or another, their place
was taken by younger rivals, for instance, York was sup-
planted by Leeds. Mobility of labour also became a marked
feature of the iron and coal industries. It was the necessary
outcome of the dependence of the former upon charcoal and
water-power, and of the latter upon the location of the coal
measures. They drew their workmen from every part of
the kingdom, and agents were sent out to seek them. An
industry itself, for instance iron or glass, might move to
other centres as the supplies of timber became exhausted.
Eventually the adoption of coal as an alternative fuel led
to an important development which is commonly associated
exclusively with the ' Industrial Revolution', namely, the
attraction of industry to coal-producing regions. In the
middle of the seventeenth century it was claimed that the
coal trade of Newcastle " hath made this part to flourish in
all trades ". There is further evidence to show that labour
was often highly mobile. Although we hear very little in
England of the ' wanderings' of apprentices who had com-
pleted their term of training, we know that mediaeval
journeymen did not always set up in the town in which
their apprenticeship had been served. In the eighteenth
century wool-combers travelled about from one place to
another. Itinerancy was a conspicuous feature in their
condition: no other class of workmen appears to have
attained more nearly the economist's ideal of mobile labour,
for they were accustomed to traverse the country in search
of employment. The migratory movement was not confined
to the lower ranges of the industrial hierarchy, for manu-
facturers and merchants alike recruited their apprentices
from a wide area. Nor was it confined to the natives of
England. Irishmen helped to build and work the furnaces

